by Ray Hartley

Expo 86, the International Exposition on Transportation and Communication which opened in Vancouver in May, has an estimated 50 theaters devoted to some form of cinematic or audio-visual presentation. Omnimax, Showscan, Imax 3D, Holography, Trimax – the list of new techniques of imaging is long, varied, rich and diverse.

Soaring above the dark waters of Burrard Inlet, the crisp, white sails of the Canada Pavilion are separated from the rest of Expo by Vancouver's downtown core. Hyped as "the largest pavilion ever created for a world exposition," it is located within Canada Place, the permanent federal-government complex on Vancouver's inner harbour, that contains, among other facilities, a cruise ship terminal and the new Pan Pacific Hotel. A variety of theaters, amphitheaters, presentations and displays introduce the Expo visitor to Canada and highlight Canadian achievements in transportation and communication. Five of the theaters show films three of them forming a sequential introduction to the pavilion, and the other two providing feature-length productions on the two main themes of Expo.

Bernard Léveillé, who acted as coordinating producer for the Canada Pavilion on two of the productions, explains that the intent was, as much as possible, "to have producers from all of Canada involved," so that the whole country could participate, and not just select regional representatives.

NEW DIMENSIONS

Norman Hay, Creative Director for the pavilion, describes the overall communication and transport theme: "The idea was that we would no longer look at Canada in a linear way, that is, coast-to-coast. We wanted to convey a new way of seeing Canada, one which would give Canadians a sense of joy and a sense of pride. All material (in the pavilion) is intended to develop this notion of the "new dimensions" of Canada. The idea of a "Canada of New Dimensions" combined with the "Canada in Motion, Canada in Touch" themes of Expo to provide the basic concerns from which the productions in the pavilion developed.

The three introductory presentations, viewed in sequence when entering the pavilion, are meant to give the visitor a sense of Canada from three perspectives: the People, the Land, and the Future. The first of these, This Is My Home, in the 500-seat Canada Celebration Theater, is an eight-minute audiovisual presentation produced by Creative House of Vancouver.

As the audience lean or sit back against padded railings, 42 computer-programmed projectors synchronize some 1,500 images onto 14 screens while an original score by Vancouver's Brian Gibson fills the semi-circular theater. The 1,500 images were selected from 30,000 shot by 33 photographers who travelled across Canada, on assignment, on Canada Day, July 1, 1985. Paul Smith, the man behind the original concept, was the creative director responsible for selecting the images and developing the format for presentation, as Robin Lecky, executive producer and a Creative House partner, explains:

"The original tender called for an introduction to Canada for Canadians and visitors, something that would be positive, uplifting and people-oriented. Paul's concept was unique. Photographers were 'coordinated across the country, in small towns, big towns - north, south, east, west - on Canada's birthday. The presentation moves across the country geographically from east to west, dawn to dusk, starting at 5:03 a.m. in St. John's, Newfoundland, and ending in Victoria, B.C. with the end-of-day cannon. This geographical movement however, is secondary to the overall sense of celebration, of Canadians participating in their country's birthday."

The "sense of celebration" comes through in the images selected by Smith. Beauty queens, farmers, tattooed men, businessmen, women, and older people all mix and mingle in the varying pastoral and urban landscapes which open up on one or more of the 14 screens ringing the front of the theater. Beginning in the clouds and sunrise of St. John's and ending in fireworks made more real by strobe lights mounted above the audience's heads, the production is stunning. Gibson's original song and score add to the uplifting feeling and the audience moves on to the second part of the introductory trilogy with a lighter step, some of that Canadian sense of joy and pride that Hay called Canada's new dimension.

Originally, the theater was designed so that the audience would slowly revolve into the second film in the Earthwatch Theater without having to leave their seats. But a tragic accident in which a young girl was fatally injured has at least temporarily, stopped this. The visitor moves to the second theatre on foot.

AWESOME LANDSCAPE

Terravision, the film shown in the Earthwatch Theater, is meant to introduce the visitor to the physical dimensions of Canada, emphasizing the Canadian experience in mastering the challenges posed by our geography and climate. Produced by Claude Godbout of Les Productions Prisma of Montreal, and directed by Donald Brittain, the film employs the Showscan technique developed by Douglas Trumbull. Showscan uses 70mm Panavision film and shoots and projects it at 60 frames per second. The result is a film projected two and one-half times faster and four times brighter than usual onto a curved screen that measures seven by 16 meters. "It has the quality of a slide show in motion," says co-producer Léveillé.

The film opens in the dark with the soundtrack preparing the audience: "To be here at all and to be joined together... that is the miracle." As an image of an enormous iceberg fills the screen, the soundtrack continues: "It began as an awesome landscape, born in fire...carved in ice." The audience is then taken on an eight-minute journey through time and space that gives a breathtaking sense of the breadth and diversity of the Canadian landscape and the ways in which the people of Canada have learned to live within it.
The 30-second brightly colored animation of the Expo '86 fair ground that you've seen unfolding on your TV was actually completed when the Vancouver site was still a heap of mud, scaffolding and construction debris.

Produced by Omnibus Computer Graphics, and delivered to the advertising firm of Baker Lovick Ltd. in October 1985, this television ad represents the state of the art in computer-generated animation.

The key word to understanding this technology is "art" (as in the manipulation of colors, motion, textures, lighting all within a computer), says Omnibus (Toronto) executive producer Ron Rimer. The artist has replaced the white-smocked computer technician and the computer mouse has replaced the graphic artist's pencil and air brush.

In order to reach a stage where a Los Angeles team of animators could combine their talents with the three-dimensional image-capabilities of the computer (imagination and software) some interesting preliminary work had to be completed in cooperation with the designers and planners of Expo.

Three hundred architectural drawings of the unfinished site were secured by the Omnibus people. Photographs of models and buildings under construction were taken and long consultations were held about the cut and design of the finished (actual) site. The Omnibus production team retired to Los Angeles where eight weeks and over one billion digital calculations later, a computer-generated 30-second animation of the fairground was completed. This computer-generated Expo includes 10 high resolution buildings (the Canadian pavilions and major sponsor pavilions), the Expo monorail, train, gondolas, balloons, hot-air balloons, over 75 separate flags, kiosks, the Expo sign and flag, booths, sidewalks, pools, platform, train tracks, sky mountains and more. Meanwhile, at the Vancouver construction site, work drones ahead slowly.

According to Rimer, the commercial has sold heavily in Canada and throughout the United States. One of the more saleable features of the finished product, he explains, is the use of "matted in" windows within the animated image in which live action can be changed to appeal to specific market interests by running specific commercials within these windows.

In the end, it took a team of 13 animators using five computers to do the job the cost of which, Rimer says, is in the six-digit dollar range. "Eventually, it will be much cheaper to produce this work than traditional ads," says Rimer, who produced the full graphic for CBC among other projects currently seen on television.

The Toronto-based Omnibus Computer Graphics Ltd., with offices in New York and Los Angeles, is also involved in motion pictures, having created simulated images for the Star Trek series and a Paramount feature film entitled Explorers.

Cinematographer Leonidas Zoundoumis has captured images of snowfields, oceans, forests, plains, and herds of thundering bison to produce a sense of understanding the landscape faced by early man, followed eventually by the pioneers and settlers. New ways of traversing and transforming the country are shown developing until finally the voice of Marc Garneau informs us that "It is a great honor to represent Canada in space."

The film ends by completing a full circle, returning to the original images of the land and animals where "always, the enduring mysteries, the wild horses of Sable Island...running on through the timeless landscape."

The third of the three introductory presentations is a multi-media production set in the New Frontiers Theater and highlights Canadian technological achievements in sea and space. A combination of film, video and lighting effects is mixed with actual models of sunken ships, aquanauts descending from the ceiling in high-tech Newsuits, and astronauts attached to an enormous Canadarm moving slowly across in front of the audience. While all this is taking place around and in front of the viewer, dual-screen video-monitors scattered throughout the theater (three visitors to a monitor) display footage taken in space and from ocean vehicles, with text and graphic data attached. (If this sounds a little overwhelming, it is, especially after the previous two productions. A second visit allows a deeper appreciation of Canada's extraordinary technological accomplishments.)

Directed and produced by G.S.M. Design Inc. of Montreal, with audio-visual production by Les Productions du Verseau, the undersea and mid-space film footage combines with the otherworldliness of the floating models to create a kind of high-tech theater.

SURVIVING WEAKNESS

After the introduction to the pavilion, visitors head for the Great Hall where a vast array of displays and exhibits beckon, including the 108 video-monitor Videwall. Other viewing possibilities are the two feature presentations, The Taming of the Demons and Transitions. Taming of the Demons is being shown in the new 273-seat Tele-globe Theater. Paul Krivicky of Applause Communications in Montreal, acted as producer/administrator for the project, which included both construction of the theater and production of the film. Directed by Emil Radok, the power of multi-screen audio-visual systems, this production uses nine rectangular screens of varying sizes arranged architecturally against one wall of the theater. With a revolving circular hoop forming a sphere and the tenth screen in the center of the wall, ten 35mm film projectors present the imagery, while a nine-track sound system provides the ambient sound. The result is a 21-minute exploratory journey into the processes of communication.

Describing the production, Radok comments that "We begin with the first communication, which is inside one's body, and go on to show how if man was the weakest being, he is the one who has survived."

"We show how communication has developed with the basis of language, writing, how different civilizations were founded through communication, and how man has created a society that is based on and directed by communication."

Strongly influenced by the work of S.M. Eisenstein, Radok creates a kind of sculptural montage, a connected mosaic of images that run, not just sequentially, but simultaneously, to create in the mind of the viewer the kinds of associations the director has intended. Symbolic representations move the audience through time and space, providing the linkage between image and idea. Brilliant flashes of lightning, streams of molten lava, and massive ocean waves move across the 10 screens in unison to give a sense of the primordial power and chaos of the world into which man was placed. Primitive dancers writhe to the pulsing rhythms of drums to communicate the magic and...
mystery of early man’s understanding of the world. Molten steel, formed into rigid shapes, is crushed to represent the coming of the industrial age. An enormous antenna reaches endlessly out into space to show the final frontier that man had to conquer.

The totality of the experience is completed by the soundtrack, which ebbs and flows with the rhythms of the images being presented on the screen. At times almost overpowering, it both complements and completes the film, forming an unrelating harmony between what the audience sees and hears.

“I have never created an abstract piece simply to show colors and shapes. I am primarily interested in the content. It is more difficult to take the audience down a road which leads somewhere meaningful,” Rodak said before the production was completed. The striking visual imagery of the film combines with its background rhythms to develop an understanding of the importance of communication in man’s growth, development and continual evolution.

CINEMATIC MIRACLE

Transitions, an Imax Systems/National Film Board collaboration, is the second feature presentation offered in the Canada Pavilion. The subject is transportation, the other side of the two themes of Expo Shot in the new 3D process, developed by the NFB in conjunction with Imax Systems Corporation, it is the first of its kind in the world.

Imax 3D involves the use of a polarized system with two cameras using 70mm film, two prints, two projectors and an enormous ‘70 x 100’ screen. To view the film the audience wears special polarized glasses. Director Colin Low describes the experience: “The right eye takes in the image from one projector, the left eye takes in the image from the other, and the two are paired together in the viewer’s mind.”

The filming of Transitions required the development of a new and highly sophisticated camera assembly wherein two cameras were mounted perpendicular to each other, with one camera filming the subject directly and the other camera indirectly through a two-way mirror mounted at a 45-degree angle to the subject. The cinematographer viewed each shot remotely through a special video camera/monitor system. The technology behind the filming was worked out by Ernest McNabb, director of photography and director of stereoscopy, in conjunction with Low. Their interest in the possibilities of Imax 3D had developed in an earlier collaboration at the Board, but it took some convincing on their part to gain access to two of the only nine Imax cameras in existence to bring their ideas to fruition. Tony Iannelzo was brought in as co-director and a production team was assembled.

The fruit of their labours is a 21-minute film which brings gaps of delight even from today’s sophisticated audiences. Described by Low as “a lyrical impression of modes of transportation and communication in Canada,” the film makes maximal use of the 3D format. In the opening image, a branch appears to reach out from the screen and wave above the heads of the people in the theater. The audience “ahhhs.” As the film carries them forward on a short junket through the history of transportation and communication, Imax 3D, under the careful guidance of Low, McNabb and Iannelzo, repeatedly works its illusionary wonders. When a train moves magically off the screen and into the theater, one is reminded of the part to gain access to two of the only nine Imax cameras in existence to bring their ideas to fruition. Tony Iannelzo was brought in as co-director and a production team was assembled.
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filmmakers
the Expo films

A film for the
Saskatchewan
Expo Pavilion,
by Zale Dalen

Prior to Zale Dalen’s film, we are introduced to Saskatchewan in dry, simplistic terms. Via lectures, slides, and a brief film we learn that the province is noted for agriculture, potash and fibre-optics. Then we are ushered into the main theatre. The Dalen film then counters these first impressions with a warm statement about the province’s people, their affection for each other, and the land they love.

But it is difficult to review this as a film, because it is also a performance piece, requiring the presence onstage, below the screen, of a young actress playing the part of “Karen”, who exchanges dialogue with the mega-sized characters on the screen above her. The film could not stand on its own as a statement, and trying to watch both at once is disconcerting. I found the screen characters tended to win.

The film is a relentlessly positive vision of a family, and they are all there: grandpa, grandma, dad, mom, friend Sunny, and boyfriend Eddy (talking down to (live) Karen in front of us, telling her news of home and how much they miss her (she having taken this job at faraway Expo). The screen characters are meant to do double duty in that they are also used to demonstrate some of the breadth of Saskatchewan life. Grandpa, in a boat, tells a fishing joke. Mother stops adding figures on a calculator and takes a freshly-baked pie out of the oven. We dolly past a selection of creative arts, including a piece that looks remarkably like one of Van Gogh’s self-portraits done up in clay, to find Eddy working at a potter’s wheel. There is even Uncle Roy, a man of obviously native Indian extraction who talks down to (live) Karen while leaning on a rock decorated with pictograph paintings. This character, as a representative of the province’s native Indian heritage, was, I take it, also intended as a charming comment on the cosmopolitan genealogy of the young blonde girl playing Karen below the screen (or maybe he was an uncle by marriage). In any case the message was clear: the Saskatchewan family includes everyone. Including positively (and everything positively) the film takes on a slightly surreal aspect. A man (Eddy?) abused a bull at a rodeo by trying to ride on it; it got very angry and chucked him off. There was a wedding. Eddy was seen canoeing, Brother Gary went fishing. And Karen’s friends, including Eddy, were seen having a happy time in a pub while writing a postcard to her.

The film/performance finally takes on a circular form. It begins with a romantic image; a pair of young lovers, at sunset, by a stream as warm with some kind of insect. I thought they might be blossoms or something vegetable blowing in the wind, but no, they were flies (as a nearby lady with a loud voice informed us all). The film then culminates in a family reunion, with all characters present and all attendant warmth and love and good food. And they all talk down to (live) Karen and tell her how much they miss her. And she talks back up to them and tells them she misses them too. While they are up there having all that fun she (live) dances sadly by herself to the music. Then Eddy abruptly leaves the party and drives away in his sporty TR6. Then (live) Karen can’t stand it any more and runs away offstage. I knew exactly how she felt. The nearby lady with the big voice announced that she was going to go to him, and sure enough, up there on the screen they are reunited, in another sunset. It was all, as intended, very nice.

This is not a film which can bear the weight of serious criticism. It is simply and unfortunately only a stimulant: a commercial meant to sell Saskatchewan by positive association with human warmth and family values. And one can’t fault Dalen for this, as the sponsors of the piece didn’t want anything as complicated as real life up there on the screen. Soap ads sell soap by depicting happy homes; they are not meant to be believed, and neither was this. Beyond the silly, trite writing, the film is well-made. Performances and directing show Dalen’s usual good taste. A minor production quibble would be grandpa’s post-synching, as he was never quite “in”. But I look forward to something tougher and deeper from Zale Dalen — the kind of statement for which he has shown such promise for in the past.

Jack Darcus

Discovery, a B.C. Pavilion presentation

Discovery is one slick travelogue, featuring big B.C. vistas brought to you by ‘Showscan’ — 60 frames per second of 70mm film. The wide-screen visuals, not to mention the sound, are rendered superbly, and if, like this reviewer, you’re a fan of those tilting, rising and falling, helicopter shots, Discovery brings you what may be the best ever. Certainly they’re faster moving than any I’ve seen before. (Fortunately, the ‘angle of incline’ for the theatre seats is somewhat less precipitous than that in the Omnimax Theatre, and so the sensation of motion, or rather, motion-sickness, is rather less alarming.)

Storywise, there’s a cute, almost ‘kids story’ concept thrown over the basic travelogue format. Young Zargon is a truant extra-terrestrial. He’s also a baulbe-like vehicle. He and his computer-buddy E.Q. team up with Molly (Vancouver’s Fairuza Balk, previously Dorothy in the ’80s version of The Wizard of Oz) in order to see “a place that has everything” — B.C., of course. They do the deluxe tour, from cowboys in the Cariboo to the Parliament Buildings at night. And the Michael Mercier/L.S. Strange script adds a few laughs.

Discovery was produced by Peter O’Brian’s Independent Pictures Inc. (The Grek Fox, My American Cousin). Vancouver’s Circle Productions Ltd. contributed director Rob Turner. Douglas Trounbull, the California-based filmmaker who invented the Showscan process reputedly arrived at the 60 frames second ‘optimal’ film speed after mega-research. He strapped untold number of subjects into chairs, hooded them up to bio-medical devices, then ran films by them in a sort of technical Clockwork Orange in reverse. The “breakthrough” came with the discovery that the pulse and heart rate peak at 60 frames/second exactly 2.5 times faster than regular film projection speed.

God only knows (and we probably never should) the film ratio that Discovery was produced at. The amount of ‘magic hour’ footage alone must have required weeks of shooting. But Fairuza is charming; the home province has never looked better; and even the computer graphics at 60 frames per second are a treat. It’s those helicopter shots that make it though. Hang onto your seats.

Ric Beairsto

* Emil Radok, in scaffolding, on set of Taming of the Demons

* Demons’ nine rectangular screens and one spinning hoop form a sphere reflecting moving images from 10 35mm projectors
Rainbow War, by Bob Rogers.
A Canadian Pacific presentation

Rainbow War is a wonderfully conceived and executed fantasy about the possibilities of universal love and peace inherent in a good Barber, a wicked take-off of Margaret Thatcher, in black sparkle and with buckets of paint as weapons. Each of the feuding kingdoms of Red, Blue and Yellow fears and despises any colour but its own, which does not prevent much of a problem until transportation through space is invented by Yellow Boy (Gary Carre) who, undoubtedly inspired by Leonardo Da Vinci's study "Human Figure In A Greyle", steps into his hula hoop and magically blasts off to the Red Kingdom where he lands at the feet of the Red Princess (Saffron Henderson). They gaze enraptured at each other, in a state of wholesome ecstasy unequalled since Bambi met Flower the Skunk. He presents her with his yellow hula hoop, and returns home in disgrace.

Meanwhile, the Blue Kingdom, inspired by their wonderfully foolish blue-knickered king (Simon Webb) has set forth in an armada of blue bathtubs, armed with a cargo of blue paint. The Red Kingdom's defence system is an enormous red fire-hydrant which, like the trojan horse, carries concealed warriors, brandishing, not spears, but paint brushes.

The Yellow Queen (Gillian Thaxter) in black sparkle lead her assault of the battle ensues. Primary colours splashing among the combattants until "leapin' lizards" does more than make up for this in terms of originality and quality of production.

Unfortunately this originality does not extend to the relationship between the Red Princess and Yellow Boy, which was embarrassingly sexist and unimaginative.

The film producer, Rainbow War is refreshing free of sponsor-message and is part of the well-organized and entertaining Canadian Pacific presentation at Expo '86.

Haida Paul

The Emerging North / in Search of Balance, a Northwest Territories Pavilion presentation

T ransitions, by Colin Low & Tony Ianzelo.
NFB/IMAX

The Canada Pavilion offers a wide range of audio-visual fare that includes a multi-screen slide show, a Showscan film, a wall of video monitors, a superb multi-screen film entitled The Taming of the Demons, and Transitions, the spectacular 3D IMAX film sponsored by CN and produced by the NFB.

Transitions marks the first time that IMAX and 3D have been brought together. If 3D has come and gone over the years, most often as a gimmick to lure viewers back to the big screen, IMAX is now the biggest of screens.

The subject matter of the film is the fair's theme, transportation and communication. Directors Colin Low and Tony Ianzelo have chosen to forego the use of a narrator, a good choice since 3D IMAX is first and foremost a visual spectacle that has audiences reaching out to touch the image floating in front of them.

With the visual experience so new and exciting, having an audience pay attention to the theme of the film is not easy.

The film begins with a visual history of transportation in Canada from the canoes of the voyageurs to the trains of the trams. A shot of grain being loaded into a train car is followed by a humorous scene in a bakery. A later sequence has teddy-bears on the assembly line instead of loaves of bread. One of the bears leaves his place in line and magically floats at the head of the men in the keep track of production and into the outskirts of the hands of the audience. Many other scenes in the film combine a warm sense of humour with well thought-out imagery. There is a decided departure from the stated theme into the realm of robotics. With a look of intense concentration a woman manipulates an egg in the fingers of a mechanical arm while others observe and take notes. Her concentration turns to disgust when the egg breaks and drips into the laps of the delighted audience.

The animated portion of the film underlines what has been seen. A satellite orbiting the earth becomes a vortex of blue lines that draw the viewer into the center. This is followed by a sequence in which a man in a fishing boat in a swimming pool watches a TV suspended over the water. The shot is framed so that the TV screen is not visible. The man has a remote control device in his hand, a glass of champagne at his side and a satellite dish in the background. He changes channels and becomes absorbed in the image on the screen. This allows the directors to cut between the image the man is supposedly watching and his reaction to it. This leads to one of the few shots that is familiar to viewers of 3D films from the past. The man in the chair changes channels and finds himself in a fencing duel, and so the audience finds itself threatened by a fencer with a foil pointing directly at them. But the channel is changed again and we are instead presented with an Oriental woman performing a balancing act. The sequence alludes to the way communications technologies are likely to appear to deliver the world to you in the comfort of your armchair.

I came out of the film thinking that the spectacle of 3D IMAX made more of an impression on people than the story. It made me think of the film made by the Lumière brothers entitled Train Arriving At The Station, a shot of a train doing just what the title says. When it was first shown in the late 1890s many people who had not experienced the marvels of cinema, many audience members ducked in their seats or attempted to get out of the way of the train. With 3D IMAX cinema is new again - but since the Lumières, the audience has learned to stay seated and enjoy it.
Emil Radok
Inventing a new language of cinema

Emil Radok is the originator of multi-screen cinema. He premiered the first multi-screen film for the Czeboslovak Pavilion at the 1958 World’s Fair in Brussels. With his brother Alfred, he also combined film with theatre, touring with the Laterna Magika. Multi-screen films directed by Emil Radok have been presented at Expo ‘67, the Exposition Centre and other expositions. His most recent work is The Taming of the Demons, produced by Paul Reizes of Applause Communications for Teléglobe Canada and is now showing at Expo ‘68 in Vancouver: Radok emigrated from Czechoslovakia to Canada in 1968; he lives in Montreal. Influenced by many factors in creating multi-screen cinema, Radok spoke to Cinema Canada about the origins and the language of this other cinema.

When I started working in film, as a scriptwriter for feature fiction films, I became aware that cinema, i.e. the projected image, had qualities that had not been exploited. I wanted to marry cinema with painting and even with architecture. I wanted to find another means to work with the rhythms of images.

The Cubists were a great influence; they analysed and destroyed reality, then reconstructed it, creating a new reality. I had started my career as a mathematician and as a chemist. In chemistry, we take apart a molecule and reconstruct it into another molecule: something becomes something else, a metamorphosis. Metamorphosis is the change of one kind of matter into another kind, one meaning into another meaning, one reality into another reality. I was profoundly attracted by what the Cubists were doing.

"Secondly, there were the great artists in cinema. Griffith, in his film Intolerance, presented the theme of human intolerance, comparing one era in history with another. This was already a basis for future visual mosaics and composite images. And Eisenstein, the great Russian director, created a new rhythm, visualizing reality in a way absolutely unheard of. Eisenstein’s observation of reality from all sides could be linked to Cubism. It was also a basis for composite images.

So when I started working with images, I found that with collage we can grasp something of reality that interests us and compose it and manipulate it to create a new reality. I discovered that I could constitute the image to destroy its reality. Photography takes a section of reality and shows it as it is, whereas I minimize the theme within reality by taking a bit of reality, its details, and filtering out all that is redundant. For example, if I take a flower in nature and only photograph the petals, I create, by many images, a fantastic flower that is impressive and lasting.

"As I had been interested in architecture, I began to compose this reality, not only on a surface, but in three dimensions. I conceived a system that projects these pieces of reality in such a way that the reality has tension — as in Cubism. The separate small pieces of reality have no meaning, but, together, we can start to create in space a single image which is a composite. In other words, it is like a building in which the images are bricks.

"Between the images I put empty space. When you project a piece of reality in empty space that is not surrounded by a frame, your imagination is severed. You see nothing but this piece of reality. Whereas, if you project on a screen that is framed, be it only by black, you imagine what is outside the screen. The Expressionists showed, for example, a clenched hand with a revolver, and we imagined that it was a man’s hand, or the hand of a desperate man about to kill himself. We even imagined his body and his face. If we freely suspend this piece of image in space, the senses and the brain signal you that it is really in space, that it is free, there is no frame, only volume. You see it just like the clenched hand.

"But if you put another hand in another space you start to compare things. By themselves the hands are not logical, but if you project a rock in the space in-between, a link is created and you start to imagine something that does not exist — that, for example, this is a giant that has a rock in his hands. You see the human hands very far away holding the rock and you start to feel the weight of the rock and the human physical force holding it. You realize you are creating a symbolic reality, a reality that has semantics, that has meaning, but is totally different, because it shows human force. If, of a sudden, an electrical charge ran between the two hands, you would see a symbol of man’s ingenuity and realize that man can create many forces and forms of energy. So this begins to tell the history of man differently than does ordinary cinema.

"It is not sufficient to exploit the image just to show new graphics, new values of colour or perspective. Above all, this new way of seeing creates a new reality that shows ideas in a form not communicable in ordinary cinema.

"I was not happy with the development of cinema when I took the first steps toward composite images. Filmmakers were always using techniques to enlarge reality. The first films were silent, then sound was added and cinema became more the reproduction of reality. Aesthetically, the first sound films were a step backward. Filmmakers had a lot of work to do to increase the quality of films; they had to find another language, an audio-visual language. Even today, you rarely find such artistic, such strong films as the silent films of the Expressionists era.

Then came colour and the anamorphic lens and we started to widen the image. We were so obsessed with expanding the image to reproduce more of reality that visual composition lost its value. To my first film in Cinemascope, I composed completely differently, putting the action to the left or to the right to create a disequilibrium, a dynamism. In a dynamism, came Cinerama, where three projectors projected one large image, and filmmakers fell upon effects where everything is described and there is a lot of information. It was so close to reality that we felt sick when the camera moved. This was interesting: the effects were sensory (i.e., physical and psychological). But if we had not been on a rollercoaster, as in Cinerama today, the Imax and Omnimax films, is a powerful amusement for children, but it is only amusement for adults, but it is still only amusement and amusement for its own sake does not really interest me. My goal is not to show new visual effects, nor to show a new gesture. Every new language, a new art that will speak differently — let us say a comic book, not a painting, and not like architecture.

"I succeeded because I compose the image in such a way that though you have 20 screens, 10 screens, or three screens, there is really only one image that man can grasp. When you show the roofs of houses, and you are composing in many perspectives, the roofs form a plasticity, and if this plasticity is supported by the different depths of the screen, you obtain a very interesting and attractive image. At the same time you realize what the roofs are, not many roofs but a symbol of a city. So you can create a symbolic language which reality is represented by images that are very simple and, at the same time, very monumental. I think I am creating a new language of cinema — that is to say, a monumental cinema.

"I believe I have purified this new language of cinema in The Taming of the Demons. New means of production were required to realize this work. It would not have been possible without my creative and technical collaborators especially, the projection and organizational aspects were closely linked. To elaborate a new aesthetic language is one thing, but to turn it into a reality is quite another. The producer had a very complex undertaking. The Taming of the Demons was organized always bearing in mind a sense of the creation of something new and capable of novel work and organizational means to answer its unusual needs. These complex methods of work have no precedent in traditional cinema.

"Finally, this project could not have been realized if we did not have a sponsor that wanted to contribute something to culture."